
 

Showtek to play one-off gig at Shimmy Beach Club

The Dutch electronic dance music duo Showtek are to play one gig at Cape Town's Shimmy Beach Club on Saturday, 10
April, 2015. The supporting line-up includes local favourites Pascal & Pearce, Dean Fuel and the rising star Chris Taylor.

Showtek said recently: "We live in exciting times. The dance music revolution is happening right here and Showtek is
committed to leading the charge with a sound that is always pushing forward - always riding on the cutting edge."

Electrifying the Cape Town scene will be Sam World, who has shared the stage with Calvin Harris, Tiësto and David Guetta.
Jak Skandi, who is known for his high energy and even crazier hair, will be doing a back-to-back set with Dean Fuel, who
has performed alongside global legends such as Armin van Buuren and Basement Jaxx. Chris Taylor, who wowed the
crowd at Ultra South Africa, will be bringing the same dynamism to Shimmy Beach Club.

Roger D'Lux is a name that has been heard in the industry for almost 20 years, he has played across the country,
supporting the local music scene, and internationally for long enough to know how to make a crowd happy.

Gareth Kenward, a resident DJ at Shimmy, has graced stages across Europe and the rest of the world, also featured last
month at Ultra South Africa. Lastly, local favourite, Pascal & Pearce who topped the charts abroad and have played
alongside the best house DJs in the world will also play.

The Dutch DJ duo consist of brothers Wouter and Sjoerd Janssen, who, since their formation in 2001 have switched and
blended styles of EDM, techno, and hard style and worked with artists as prolific and varied as Tiësto and Chris Brown.

The full line up is:

https://www.bizcommunity.com/


• Pascal & Pearce
• Dean Fuel
• Gareth Kenward
• Chris Taylor
• Jak Skandi
• Sam World and
• Roger D'Lux.

Tickets are on sale at electricmusic.co.za. Early-bird, General Access is R250, thereafter, ticket prices will be: General
Access, R350, VIP, R500.#ShowtekSA VIP Ticket holders will receive express entry through the VIP entrance, an exclusive
dance floor with a scenic view of the stage as well as private bar facilities.

Doors open at 6pm.

Call +27 (0)21 200 7778 or email az.oc.bulchcaebymmihs@ofni  to book a table or an exclusive couch pocket.

For more information, go to www.facebook.com/electricmusicsa page. #ShowtekSA
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